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BACKGROUND
Agricultural Resources in Cache County:
Embraced by the Wellsville Mountains to the west and the Bear River Range to the east, Cache Valley’s
beautiful natural setting contains a tremendous agricultural land base.
Located in northern Utah, Cache County comprises 1,174 square miles, or 751,360 acres. Roughly half
of the county is mountainous, forested and publicly owned. The lower elevation valley lands are
predominantly privately owned and used for agriculture. The county now supports 91,400 residents in 19
municipalities and the unincorporated county.
Cache County is one of Utah’s leading agricultural counties, consistently ranking Number 1 or 2 in the
state for farm-gate receipts. Farm-gate sales consistently produce more than $110 million annually. The
1997 Census indicates that 66% of Cache County’s farmland is “cropland” (177,000 acres) and 29%
(77,000 acres) is pasture/rangeland. The average farm size was 216 acres, though roughly 4 in 10 farms
operate less than 50 acres. Two thirds of the county’s farmland, however, is operated by farms over 260
acres. In 1997, sales of livestock and dairy products accounted for 87% of all gross farm sales ($90
million) while crop sales account for 13% of gross farm sales ($14 million).
The broader agricultural sector – including agriculture production, services, and processing – generates
more in additional output, value added, and employment than any other industry sector in the county.
Agriculture produces 26% of all gross economic output in Cache County. Economists estimate that for
every $1 million of agricultural product output, an additional $830,000 worth of seeds, feed, chemical
supplies, equipment, custom work, fuel, etc., will be required to produce those agricultural products. This
is the highest “Type 1" multiplier of any industry in Cache County. For every new job created in Cache
County's agriculture sector, 2.03 additional jobs are created in the sectors that supply seeds, feed,
chemical supplies, equipment, custom work, fuel, as inputs to agricultural production. Likewise, these
2.03 jobs could be lost for each agricultural job lost.
Cache County’s population grows by two percent each year. In 2030 the population is projected to be
143,600.
Urban encroachment on farmland has serious implications for the farm sector. As the county’s economic
base and population has grown, important agricultural lands have been converted to urban uses. Since
1986, Cache County has lost 8,884 acres of prime and statewide important farmland - nearly 14 square
miles - to urban development. The current rate of development is consuming over 600 acres of prime and
statewide important farmland each year.
As we plan for the future and the most cost efficient means for housing this population growth, it is
important to note two things: 1) Housing is most affordable in communities where infrastructure such as
water, sewer, roads, and schools are already available and 2) agricultural lands actually subsidize
residential development. Studies have shown that farmland in the valley only requires .57 in public
services for each dollar paid in property taxes. Meanwhile residential land receives $1.27 in services for
every dollar paid in taxes.
As proposed, the Cache County LESA identifies which lands should have the highest priority for
preservation recognizing that areas already served by infrastructure are the most suitable for development.
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Farmland Preservation Efforts:
Agricultural land preservation efforts are as much a part of Cache Valley’s history as agricultural land
use. In 1969 the first county master plan was unveiled as a result of Cache Valley mayors working
closely with planning consultants. The process entailed hundreds of interviews with Cache Valley
residents and found a strong desire for maintaining the area’s unique way of life. The master plan was
intended to preserve this uniqueness by maintaining the green-belt areas between each community.
But with the closure of numerous creameries, sugar and vegetable packing factories and increasing land
values, farm land between communities began to disappear. In 1976, the Cache County Commission
appointed the Cache County Extension Agent to serve on a task force to address the problem of strip
development along highway 89/91 and the preservation of farm ground.
In 1984 a Numerical Evaluation System was adopted to discourage sprawl and protect prime and
statewide significant soils from development.
In 1994 the Cache County Farmland Preservation Committee was established to identify issues, provide
education and make recommendations for farmland protection efforts.
In 1998 the Cache County Countywide Comprehensive Plan was adopted. Implementation policies in
that plan “acknowledge prime and statewide significant farmlands for protection and limit development
on these lands”. The comprehensive plan policies also address the need for economic development
efforts to “promote agriculture and agricultural industries ... the same as other commercial and industrial
businesses”.
In 1999 State Representative Olsen (for the third time) introduced local option sales tax legislation that
would enable Counties (with voter approval) to use 1/8 % sales tax for agricultural and open land
conservation. (Passed House, Failed Senate) In that same year Cache County commissioned USU
Extension to conduct a resident survey as part of Cache County Growth Management Study: 69% of
respondents wanted to preserve agricultural lands between communities.
In 2001 funding was received to create a county wide agricultural land preservation program.
In February 2002 the Cache County Council adopted a resolution to create the first county agricultural
advisory board in the State of Utah to recommend criteria, policies and implementation tools to protect
critical farmlands and open spaces. One such tool to help identify which lands should be protected is the
LESA (Land Evaluation and Site Assessment).
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Creation of LESA Sub-Committee
The Agricultural Advisory Board contracted with Sonoran Institute for advice on developing a LESA
scoring system for evaluating lands in terms soil productivity and site characteristics. A day long
workshop was held December 2002 with field tests to help understand the development and testing of a
local LESA. In January 2003, the AAB adopted a focus statement for Cache County’s LESA and created
a sub-committee to develop the LESA to be ratified by the AAB and the County Council.
Focus Statement: “The Cache County LESA System will be used to identify and
prioritize which agricultural lands and open range lands should be preserved.” The initial
focus of the Cache County LESA is to prioritize parcels of land that might seek to
receive public funds for purchasing development rights under a conservation easement
program.
This handbook is the result of numerous weekly meetings involving informed and lively discussions by
the committee members.
LESA Committee
Dennis Austin

State Division of Wildlife Resources

Jack Draxler

Cache County Planning Commission

Joe Fuhriman

Agriculture Advisory Board, Chairman

Douglas Jackson-Smith, Vice
Chairman

Utah State University, Department of Sociology, Social Work and
Anthropology

Garr Morrison

Lewiston State Bank

Bill Oblock

Citizen Advocate for Local Agriculture, AAB

Lane Parker

Smithfield Livestock Auction, AAB

Val Jay Rigby

Agricultural Producer, Ag Advisory Board

Wesley Roundy

Agricultural Producer, Ag Advisory Board

Chris Sands, Chairman

Bio West, Ag Advisory Board

Saundra Schimmelpfennig

Bridgerland Audubon Society
Staff for LESA Committee

Glen Busch

USU College of Natural Resources, Intern

Cindy Hall

Bear River Association of Governments

Jon Hardman

Natural Resource Conservation Service

Clark Israelsen

USU Cooperative Extension

Mark Teuscher

Cache Countywide Planning and Development

Richard Toth

USU College of Natural Resources, Professor
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THE CACHE COUNTY LESA FORMULA
What is a LESA system?
The term “LESA” refers to a Land Evaluation and Site Assessment system.
Most LESA systems are designed to assign a numerical score to particular parcels of farmland. When
used in farmland preservation programs, the LESA scores usually reflect how important each parcel is to
the community’s overall supply of agricultural land. LESA scores can be used to compare different
parcels and to set priorities for the allocation of scare public dollars for the protection of farmland.
Because agriculture is quite different across the country, typically a LESA system is customized to reflect
unique conditions present in each county. Moreover, each community might seek to accomplish different
goals with their LESA system, and they will want to ensure that the LESA scores reflect their local
concerns and priorities.
A LESA system usually measures two major kinds of qualities associated with parcels of farmland.
The first is the Land Evaluation (or ‘LE’) component, which measures the productivity of the soils for the
purposes of agricultural production. The LE component of a LESA score is usually evaluated using
official soil maps and associated information about crop yield potential, any cropping limitations, and
other physical traits associated with each soil type. The LE component is mean to capture the innate
productivity of agricultural soils independent of how a particular producer might be managing the
resource.
The second component of a LESA score is related to Site Assessment (or ‘SA’) factors. These SA factors
are qualities of the parcel that go beyond the productivity of the soil. They usually reflect site
characteristics that make a parcel more or less attractive for future agricultural activity.
There are three main types of SA factors used in most LESA systems. These include:
• SA-1 factors = characteristics that make parcel MORE ATTRACTIVE for future agricultural use
• SA-2 factors = characteristics that recognize different pressure from nonfarm development
• SA-3 factors = characteristics that reflect non-agricultural values that certain parcels offer to the
community
In order to design a LESA system, representatives from the local community typically select a handful of
SA factors that reflect characteristics that they believe make parcels more or less attractive for farmland
preservation program funding. They must pick factors that can be objectively measured for all parcels of
land in their county, that can be evaluated fairly easily, and that capture the important priorities and
concerns of the community. Most modern LESA systems utilize extensive Geographic Information
Systems databases and technology available from local, state and federal government offices.
Once the LE and SA components are identified, a score between 0 and 100 is assigned to each LE and SA
factor. The various LE and SA factors are then combined into a single score by creating a formula that
assigns different “weights” to each factor so that the total maximum score is 100.
The local LESA committee usually spends considerable time and effort fine-tuning the scoring system
until they are comfortable that the relative scores assigned to parcels reflects their sense of the local
importance of particular farmland parcels.
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Overview of the Cache County LESA formula
The Cache County LESA committee identified two distinct LE factors, and seven SA factors that will be
used to calculate LESA scores for farmland parcels in the county.
The two LE factors are each based on official soil maps maintained by the USDA Natural Resource and
Conservation Service (NRCS). First, each individual soil mapping unit is linked to an estimate of crop
yield potential. For comparison purposes, an estimate of forage yields under non-irrigated conditions is
used to generate this part of the LE score. The second LE factor reflects information about the “Land
Capability Class” assigned to each soil mapping unit. The Land Capability Class reflects whether or not
the soil unit is considered to be of national, statewide, or local importance for farming. In addition, it
recognizes potential constraints (like high water table, steep slopes, etc.) that might affect the ability of
agricultural soils to be used to their full potential.
Two SA-1 factors were included in the Cache County LESA formula. These are both meant to identify
parcels with site characteristics that enhance their potential for commercial agricultural use in the future.
The first SA-1 factor reflects the size of the parcel (or block of contiguous land included in the proposal).
The basic idea is to assign more LESA points to parcels that include more land. The second SA-1 factor
assigns additional points to parcels that are part of an ongoing commercial-scale agricultural operation.
Three SA-2 factors were included in the Cache County LESA formula. The first assigns more points if a
proposed parcel is adjacent or close to other protected lands. This is meant to encourage consolidation of
larger areas of protected farmland throughout the valley. The other two SA-2 factors are designed to
measure the amount of non-farm development pressure surrounding the proposed parcel. In each case,
the LESA formula is designed to prioritize important farmlands that are experiencing significant or
impending development pressure (yet which have yet to become so built up that agriculture is no longer
viable).
The two SA-3 factors included in the LESA formula reflect the non-agricultural values provided by
farmland in the county. The first recognizes that certain agricultural parcels also contain important
natural resource lands (such as wildlife habitat, wetlands, or groundwater recharge zones). In general,
parcels with significant natural resource land attributes receive more points under the LESA system. The
second SA-3 factor identifies key agricultural lands that are part of the rural visual landscape. More
points are assigned to parcels that can be seen from key observation points throughout the valley.
Calculating LESA Scores
Because of the complexity of evaluating parcels of land under the LESA system, the committee decided
to calculate LESA scores only for single fields/parcels or clusters of contiguous fields. For the
purposes of the LESA analysis, contiguous fields are defined as those that are either immediately adjacent
or are separated only by a road or naturally occurring waterway. Owners of multiple parcels that are not
adjacent can have each block of contiguous land evaluated and scored separately.
Regular application deadlines for evaluating parcels will be set by the LESA committee, and scores will
be calculated using the best available information at the time of application. After an initial assignment of
LESA scores, a field visit and meeting with the landowner will be made by LESA committee members or
staff to consider adjustments or corrections in the proposal scoring.
The final scores assigned to a proposal must be approved by a majority of county LESA committee
members present at their next regular meeting.
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CALCULATING THE “LE” FACTOR SCORES
The Land Evaluation component of the LESA formula will be based on the most recent digitized soil map
for Cache County (maintained by the USDA/NRCS). Each parcel will receive an area-weighted average
score on each of following two indices. The goal of the LE factor scores is to measure the value for
agricultural production of the soils in the proposed parcel. Higher scores reflect better production
potential, holding management ability and techniques constant.
1.

Soil Productivity Index (SPI)
a. The physical crop production capability of each soil mapping unit in the county will be
determined using NRCS estimates of the non-irrigated hay/forage yield potential. The
estimated yield potential reflects the best scientific estimate of the ability of the soil to
produce a commonly grown crop, holding management ability or conditions constant.
b. Each soil will receive an SPI score between 0 and 100 based on the yield potential of the
soil unit relative to the other soils in Cache County (where the most productive soil is a
“100” and the least productive is a “0”).

2.

Land Capability Index (LCI)
a. Each soil mapping unit will receive points based on two attributes. First, each soil unit is
associated with a standard NRCS “land capability” type. These reflect the underlying
suitability of the soil type for agricultural production. Second, many soil units have been
officially designated as either of local, statewide, or national (prime) importance for
agriculture.
b. These two attributes are combined to generate a score between 0 and 100.
DESIGNATION (weight)

Land Capability Scale
Llc
Lle
Llw
Lllc
Llls
Llle
Lllw
lVc
lVs
lVe
lVw
Vw
Vls
Vle
Vlw
Vlls
Vlle
Vllw
Vlll
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Prime (1.25)
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
98
94
88
63
56
50
48
44
38
31
0

Statewide (1.10)
100
100
100
99
97
94
90
88
86
83
77
55
50
44
42
39
33
28
0
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Local (1.00)
100
95
92
90
88
85
82
80
78
75
70
50
45
40
38
35
30
25
0

None (0.75)
75
71
69
68
66
64
62
60
59
56
53
38
34
30
29
26
23
19
0
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CALCULATING THE “SA” FACTOR SCORES
SA-1 FACTORS (Suitability For Commercial Agriculture)
Two SA-1 factors were included in the Cache County LESA formula.
SA-1(a) SIZE OF PROPOSED PARCEL
Goal and Rationale:
The first SA-1 factor reflects the size of the contiguous land parcel. The committee believes that larger
contiguous agricultural parcels will provide a better foundation for future production agriculture in the
valley. In other words, all other attributes held constant, parcels that include more contiguous land will be
prioritized in the land protection process.
The point system outlined below reflects the view that a parcel that included 160 acres of irrigated land
would provide the minimum acreage necessary to support a family-run, commercial agricultural operation
in this area. Moreover, committee members believe that 3 acres of non-irrigated cropland, or 6 acres of
non-irrigated, non-tilled pasture or rangeland would be required to equal the productivity of 1 acre of
irrigated cropland or pasture.
Calculating points:
Points can be calculated by estimating the total acres contained within each proposed block of land that
are classified as:
a) irrigated cropland or pasture
b) non-irrigated cropland with a recent history of tillage
c) non-irrigated cropland, pasture or rangeland with no recent history of tillage
d) other nonproductive lands (roads, waterways, buildings and barnyards, etc.)
Land in the first three categories will be used to produce points associated with each category. If the
proposal includes lands of different types (e.g., irrigated vs dry), then you calculate the points for each
type of land and add up the points to a total not exceeding 100 points.
Points = ( Type(a) acres / 1.6 ) + ( Type(b) acres / 4.8 ) + ( Type (c) acres / 9.6 )
Illustration of how many points are assigned to parcels of different types and sizes is included in the table
and figure on the next page.
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TABLE FOR SA-1(a) SIZE OF PROPOSAL
Type (a)

Type (b)
Type (c)
Non-irrigated cropland Non-irrigated pasture
with a recent history of or rangeland with no
tillage
recent history of tillage

Irrigated cropland or
pasture

Type of Land:
Illustration
Acres
5
10
40
80
120
160
240
320
480
640
960
1280

Points
1
2
8
17
25
33
50
67
100
100
100
100

3
6
25
50
75
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0.5
1
4
8
13
17
25
33
50
67
100
100

SA1(a): Points Associated with Size of Proposal
100
IRRIGATED
CROP AND
PASTURE LAND

90

NON-IRRIGATED
LAND WITH
HISTORY OF
TILLAGE

80
70

POINTS

60
NON-IRRIGATED,
NON-TILLED LAND

50
40
30
20
10
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

1400

SIZE OF CONTIGUOUS FIELDS INCLUDED IN PROPOSAL (Acres)
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SA-1(b) HISTORY OF COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITY
Goal and Rationale:
The second SA-1 factor reflects the belief that parcels of land that are currently being used as part of a
commercial scale farming or ranching operation are more likely to be valued by operators of future
commercial agricultural operations. Moreover, committee members were concerned that a ranking
system based solely on soils or size of parcel may fail to capture the importance of livestock agriculture –
particularly dairy farming – to the agricultural economy of Cache Valley.
The point system outlined below reflects the LESA committee view that a parcel that is owned by a
person who operates a commercial scale farm or ranch should receive higher priority than the owner of
similar lands that are not part of an ongoing commercial operation. To capture the scale of recent
commercial agricultural activity, points are assigned in one of two ways. The landowner can decide
which method of calculating points from this factor they wish to use. For the purposes of this factor, a
landowner should include all livestock or gross farm receipts from any active farming operation(s) that
they have an active ownership and management interest in, and that are dependent on the parcel(s) of land
that are included in the proposed land protection application.
Option 1: Average Livestock Inventory approach
This approach recognizes that livestock agriculture is the most important contributor to the local Cache
County agricultural economy. In the 1997 Census of Agriculture, over 75 percent of gross farm receipts
came from the sale of livestock and dairy products. The size of a commercial livestock operation can be
estimated by converting the various types of farm animals (cattle, sheep, pigs, poultry, etc.) into
standardized “animal units.” Fortunately, the USDA-NRCS has developed a set of conversion factors that
allow different types of livestock to be compared.
To calculate the points associated with this factor, a livestock farm would go through the following steps:
Step 1: Calculate the average inventory of various types of livestock that were part of a qualified
commercial farming operation for each of the 12 months preceeding the application for
land preservation.
Step 2: Convert these livestock numbers into standardized “animal units” and compute the sum of
total animal units for each month.
Step 3: Add up all 12 months of inventory numbers and divide by 12 to compute an “average
monthly livestock inventory” figure.
Step 4: Divide the average monthly livestock inventory by 3 to obtain the total points (up to a
maximum of 100).
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Table for converting livestock numbers into animal unit equivalents:
Type of Livestock

Multiply by:

Cattle
Mature dairy cow
Dairy heifers (1,000 to 1,400 lbs)
Mature beef cow
Beef stockers, heifers (600 to 1000 lbs)
Cattle or calves (300 to 600 lbs)

1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.45

Bulls

1.40

Adult sheep and goats
Lambs and kids

0.15
0.75

Sows
Feeder pigs (55 lbs to slaughter)
Boars

0.40
0.10
0.50

Chickens (laying hens, broilers)
Turkeys

0.01
0.02

Sheep and Goats

Swine

Poultry

2.00

Horses

Avg. body weight /
1000

Other livestock

ILLUSTRATION OF POINTS BASED ON ANIMAL UNITS (points = # animal units ÷ 3)
Animal Units
10
25
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
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3
8
17
33
50
67
83
100
100
100
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Option 2: Total Gross Farm Sales Approach
For non-livestock operations that have significant commercial agricultural activity (and for some
livestock farms), an alternative way to calculate points for this factor is to provide a rough estimate of the
total gross receipts for any active farming operation(s) that the landowner(s) submitting the parcel have an
active ownership and management interest in, and that are dependent on the parcel(s) of land included in
the proposed land protection application. Gross receipts include all sales of crops, livestock, and
livestock products that were declared on the most recent tax return by the active farming operation.
Points are assigned to this factor by dividing the total dollar value of gross sales by $2,500, up to a
maximum total of 100 points.

ILLUSTRATION OF POINTS BASED ON GROSS RECEIPTS (points = gross receipts ÷ 2,500)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Gross Receipts
10,000
20,000
40,000
60,000
100,000
150,000
200,000
250,000
500,000

points
4
8
16
24
40
60
80
100
100

A graphic illustration of how points for the SA1(b) factor are related to the size of a commercial
agricultural operation is provided on the next page.
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SA1(b): Points associated with Animal Units
100
90
80
70

Points

60
50
40

Roughly 150 cow
dairy (with
youngstock), 225
cow beef operation,
1500 ewe sheep flock

30
20
10
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

Average Animal Units
(monthly inventories previous 12 months)

SA1(b) GROSS SALES OPTION
100
90
80

POINTS

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
$500,000

$450,000

$400,000

$350,000

$300,000

$250,000

$200,000

$150,000

$100,000

$50,000

$-

0

Gross Farm Receipts (previous year)
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SA-2 FACTORS (Pressure From Non-Agricultural Development)
Three SA-2 factors were included in the Cache County LESA formula. These are designed to capture
characteristics of the area surrounding the land proposed for protective easements. The three factors
include points assigned for parcels that are close to other protect areas, points related to the density of
housing development in the neighborhood, and points related to proximity to existing sewered areas.
SA-2(a) PROXIMITY TO PROTECTED LANDS
Goal and Rationale:
It is widely believed that the most effective way to protect a viable agricultural landscape is to protect
large blocks of contiguous land (rather than to produce a checkerboard of scattered parcels). The LESA
committee believes that proposals for preservation of new agricultural parcels should be prioritized if
those parcels are adjacent or close to existing protected landscapes.
The protected landscapes that currently exist in Cache County are shown on appendix map SA-2(a) and
include:
a) agricultural lands protected by conservation easements,
b) lands that fall within officially designated Agricultural Protection Areas (APAs),
c) lands protected DWR or other state agencies
d) lands owned and managed by the federal government (mainly Forest Service Land), and lands
owned and managed for conservation purposes by Utah Power and Light.
Calculating points:
Points can be calculated by estimating the shortest distance to protected lands from any point along the
outside perimeter of the lands proposed for preservation. The exact number of points assigned to a
proposal for this factor are illustrated in the table below.

Points assigned to the SA-2(a) Factor

LESA HANDBOOK

Distance to Protected Lands

Points

Adjacent
less than < 1/4 mile
1/4 to 1/2 mile
1/2 to 1 mile
More than 1 mile

100
75
50
25
0
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SA-2(b) DENSITY OF HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
Goal and Rationale:
The LESA committee recognizes that some of the greatest long-term threats to commercial agricultural
activities in the Cache Valley lie in the construction of residential housing in and among farm fields,
pastures, and rangelands. Such housing development can significantly increase the cost of land (for
purchase by expanding or entering farmers, or for rent by ongoing commercial farming operations).
Since one of the primary purposes of the farmland preservation program is to protect agricultural lands
from this development pressure, it is important to recognize whether (and how much) residential
development already exists near parcels proposed for land protection. The committee also recognized
that a balance must be struck between:
a) protecting important agricultural lands that are currently experiencing development pressure, and
b) recognizing that in some cases, too much development has already occurred to enable commercial
agriculture to thrive in the remaining open parcels.
To achieve this balance, the LESA committee decided to award points based on the density of housing
development surrounding proposed parcels in the following way. In general, as housing densities
increase, more points will be assigned to a proposed parcel of land. However, once housing densities get
high enough to interfere with commercial farming activity, the points assigned for this factor will
decrease as housing density continues to increase. Housing densities initially will be estimated using
current maps of residential development in the county (see appendix map SA-2(b)), supplemented by a
field visit to verify the accuracy of the information.
The committee determined that the maximum points would be assigned to parcels with between 10 to 25
residences per square mile within a ¼ mile buffer surrounding the parcel.
Calculating points: The points assigned to housing densities are shown below.
SA2(b) Points Assigned for Housing Density
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Houses Per Square Mile (within 1/4 mile buffer)

Points

Less than 5
5 to 9.999
10 to 24.999
25 to 49.999
50 to 100
More than 100

50
75
100
50
25
0
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LESA formula points associated with housing density
100

POINTS

75

50

25

95
10
0
10
5
11
0
11
5
12
0
12
5
13
0
13
5
14
0
14
5
15
0

90

85

80

70

75

65

60

50

55

45

40

30

35

25

20

15

5

10

0

0
Houses per square mile (in 1/4 mile buffer around property)

The figure above clarifies how points are associated with different levels of housing development within a
quarter-mile of the property.
Exploring the practical effect of the housing density thresholds
Because the points are associated with housing density (per square mile) – and not sheet numbers of
houses in the ¼ mile buffer – the number of nearby houses that meet certain density thresholds will vary
depending on the size of the proposed parcel of land.
To illustrate this, note that if a square 40 acre parcel is proposed for land preservation, a ¼ mile buffer
drawn around the parcel would include a total of 320 acres (or 0.5 square miles). If there were 5 houses
within a quarter-mile of the property, it would translate into a density of 10 houses per square mile (or 5
houses per ½ square mile).
If a second parcel included 320 acres, the ¼-mile buffer would encompass a total of 640 acres of land, or
1 square mile. If there were 5 houses in this buffer area, it would translate into a density of 5 houses per
square mile.
Depending on the size of the proposed parcel, the approximate number of houses that would be associated
with points on this factor is listed on the table below. Of course, the precise number of houses associated
with different density levels will depend on the overall size and configuration of each proposed parcel.
The figures and table on the next page illustrate the relationship between parcel size and housing density
within the ¼ mile buffer areas.
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Number of houses with ¼ mile buffer associated with different “housing densities”
Number of houses in buffer that would create a density of:
5 houses 10 houses 25 houses 50 houses 100 houses
Size of
Amount of land per square per square per square per square per square
parcel within a 1/4 mile buffer
mile
mile
mile
mile
mile

40 acres

320 acres
(1/2 square mile)

3

5

13

25

50

160acres

480 acres
(3/4 square mile)

4

8

19

38

75

320acres

640 acres
(1 square mile)

5

10

25

50

100

640acres

800 acres
(1.25 square miles)

6

13

31

63

125
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SA-2(c) PROXIMITY TO NEAREST PUBLIC SEWER AREAS
Goal and Rationale:
The LESA committee believes that provision of public sewer services greatly increases the likelihood that
a parcel of land will be developed for residential or commercial purposes.
As a result, the third SA-2 factor was designed to assign the maximum points to parcels of agricultural
land that lay in a zone that is between ½ to 2 miles from officially recognized public sewered areas.
Appendix map SA-2(c) illustrates the location of these areas.
Parcels that are farther than 2 miles from a sewered area were assigned slightly fewer points to reflect the
fact that they are less likely to be experiencing significant pressure for nonagricultural development.
Parcels that are closer than ½ mile from a sewered area receive diminishing priority for agricultural land
protection because the intensity of development pressure makes viable commercial farming less likely.
Agricultural parcels that lie within or immediately adjacent to a publicly sewered area receive no points as
they are likely to be facing extreme pressures for housing development in the near future.
Calculating points:
The points assigned to parcels for the SA-2(c) factor are illustrated in the table below.
Points Assigned to the SA2(c) Factor
Distance to Boundary of Nearest Sewered Area
More than 5 miles
2 to 5 miles
1/2 to 2 mile
1/4 to 1/2 mile
< 1/4 mile
Adjacent
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Graphic Illustration of LESA SA2(c) Points Associated with
Proximity to Sewered Areas
100

Points

75

50

25

0
0

0.25 0.5 0.75

1

1.25 1.5 1.75

2

2.25 2.5 2.75

3

3.25 3.5 3.75

4

Distance (in miles) from Parcel to Nearest Sewered Area Boundary
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SA-3 FACTORS (Protecting Non-Agricultural Resources)
SA-3 factors are designed to capture characteristics of agricultural land that provide non-agricultural
benefits to residents of Cache County.
The LESA committee identified two SA-3 factors to use in the LESA scoring system. These reflect the
importance of agricultural lands for protecting other natural resource features, and for preserving the rural
character of the visual landscape.
SA-3(a) PROTECTING IMPORTANT NATURAL RESOURCE LANDS
Goal and Rationale:
The LESA committee identified five important types of natural resources that can be found within or near
agricultural properties. These include:
1. Floodplains
Floodplains are that portion of a river or stream valley, adjacent to the channel, which is built
of sediment deposited during the present regimen of the stream and is covered with water
when water overflows its banks at flood stages.
Floodplains are important to preserve in order to prevent flood event disasters. Development
in these areas will likely cause adverse impacts to the quality, quantity, and timing of
stormwater runoff. Lands that are within 30 meters of floodplains are counted as floodplains
for LESA scoring (See appendix map SA-3(a1) for the location of officially-recognized
floodplains.)
2. Wetlands
Wetlands are those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support,
a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.
In general terms, wetlands can potentially support many important ecological functions, such
as providing habitat for fish and wildlife, improving water quality by filtering sediment and
nutrients from upland runoff, providing shoreline and streambank stabilization, and providing
recreational opportunities such as wildlife viewing and hunting. Residents of Cache Valley
derive many benefits from wetlands and desire that these areas be conserved. Lands that are
within 30 meters of Weltlands are counted as Wetlands for LESA scoring (See appendix map
SA-3(a2) for the location of officially-recognized wetlands.)
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3. Watercourses
A watercourse is a natural, well-defined channel produced wholly or in part by a definite flow
of water, continuous or intermittent. This also includes primary ditches, canals, aqueducts, or
other artificial channels for the conveyance of water (provided they provide riparian habitat
along their banks). Lands that are within 30 meters of the bank of a lake, or reservoir and
lands within 30 meters of the centerline of a waterway are counted as watercourses for the
LESA scoring.
Watercourses are important to preserve in order to maintain water quality, prevent erosion,
and conserve important fish and wildlife habitat. (See appendix map SA-3(a3) for the
location of officially-recognized watercourses.)
4. Groundwater Recharge Zones
A groundwater recharge zone is an area where deposits between the land surface and the
water table consist of sediments that contain no confining layers, allowing surface water to
move from the land surface to an aquifer.
Many residents in Cache Valley rely on groundwater as their primary domestic water supply
source. Development in groundwater recharge zones can cause reduced infiltration and
contamination. Groundwater recharge zones are important to preserve as a way to ensure a
continued source of reliable and high-quality groundwater for Cache Valley residents. (See
appendix map SA-3(a4) for the location of officially-recognized groundwater recharge
zones.)
5. Critical Wildlife Habitat
Essential wildlife habitat has been defined as the habitat that the State of Utah must maintain
to meet the management objectives and the habitat conservation needs of all species of
protected wildlife in the State. In general, these areas are designated for the survival of
waterfowl, big game, or threatened or endangered species.
If these areas are maintained, then it follows that the general wildlife resources in an area are
healthy. Residents of Cache Valley feel strongly about conserving essential wildlife habitats
for the continued use and enjoyment of wildlife through viewing and/or consumption.
Development in these areas may jeopardize the continued health of specific wildlife
populations. (See appendix map SA-3(a5) for the location of officially-recognized critical
wildlife habitat.)
The SA-3(a) factor is designed to capture the extent and amount of important natural resource lands that
are within and/or adjacent to the proposed parcel. The committee believed that the community as a whole
benefits from protecting these important natural resources.
As a result, they decided that agricultural lands that contain such resources within their boundaries should
be assigned increased priority in the LESA evaluation process. Total points reflect the number and
acreage of each type of important natural resource land.
Agricultural lands that are immediately adjacent to large blocks of important natural resource lands are
also assigned additional points in the LESA analysis, though at a lower rate.
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Calculating Points:
The LESA committee staff will compile and periodically revised current maps of the location and extent
of the five natural resource features listed above. To determine the SA-3(a) points to assign to a parcel,
an analysis will be conducted to determine the amount of acreage within the proposed protected parcel for
each of the five types of important NR lands listed above. Then, the total acres of contiguous important
NR lands (of any type) that are immediately adjacent to the proposed parcel will be identified.
Depending on the composition of the lands in (or adjacent to) the parcel, the proposal receives up to 100
points by using the following formula:
Points = W + A, where
W=
A=

Acres of NR lands within proposed parcel * # points for each type of important natural
resource
Acres of NR lands (with any # of attributes) that are immediately adjacent and contiguous
to the proposed parcel. (Maximum points from adjacent lands = 50).

Parcels can receive a maximum score of 100 points, with no more than 50 total points coming
from adjacent lands.
EXAMPLES:
Ex.1) If a 40 acre parcel has 10 acres of NR lands with 4 features present, 10 acres with 1
feature present, and no adjacent NR lands,
W = (10 * 4) + (10 * 1) = 50 points.
A = 0 points
P = W + A = 50 + 0 = 50 total points
Ex.2)

If a 100 acre parcel has 40 acres of NR lands with 2 features present, and is adjacent to a
contiguous block of 20 acres of NR lands with 2 features present,
W = (40 * 2) = 80 points
A = 20 * 2 = 20 points (1 pt per acre regardless of # of features)
P = W + A = 80 + 20 = 100 total points

Ex.3)

If a proposed parcel has NO acres of NR lands within its boundaries, but is adjacent to a
contiguous block of 200 acres of contiguous important NR lands with 1 feature present, it
receives
W = 0 points
A = 200*1 = 50 points (maximum for adjacent lands)
P = W + A = 0 + 50 = 50 total points
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SA-3(b) PROTECTING THE RURAL VISUAL LANDSCAPE
Goal and Rationale:
Repeated surveys and considerable anecdotal evidence suggests that the rural, agricultural ‘look’ of Cache
County is very important to the quality of life for current residents (and in a crucial factor in attracting
future growth and development to the valley).
This SA-3(b) factor was designed by the LESA committee to capture a number of attributes that might
make a parcel attractive as a means for protecting the views of the rural Cache Valley landscape.
The committee decided to assign points to proposed parcels based on how much they contribute to three
distinct components of the visual landscape:
1. Lands in the “foreground” view, as seen from major traffic corridors,
2. Lands above 4,800 feet elevation (roughly the Provo level of the former Lake Bonneville,
which can easily be seen from most parts of the valley), and
3. Lands that are important to the larger “viewshed” as seen from key entry points around the
valley.
Calculating points:
Points for this factor will be assigned by adding together the values associated with three separate
components. The total number of points for this factor cannot exceed 100 points.
1.

Road Corridors
To protect the foreground visual landscape, a ½ mile buffer was drawn in either direction
from each of the major roadways in Cache County. Agricultural parcels that are within ½
mile of the most frequently traveled roads (including all federal highways and state roads in
the county) are assigned the highest priority. Parcels close to other important roads are
assigned diminishing points for this factor. See appendix map SA-3(b1) for the scores given
for the road corridors
Points associated with lands within ½ mile of the following types of roads will include:
CLASS 1 Roads (federal and state roads)
CLASS 2 Roads (minor state and major county)
CLASS 3 Roads (county connecting roads)
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2. Benchland Protection
All proposed parcels that include privately owned agricultural lands that are above the Provo
level of the former Lake Bonneville (defined as 4,800 foot elevation level) will be assigned
100 points under this factor. See map appendix SA-3(b2) for a map of the benched above
4,800 feet.
3.

Viewshed Analysis
Finally, all private lands below 4,800’ elevation will receive a score depending on whether
they can be seen from 6 key observation points (KOPs) in the valley. These KOPs include:
i)
The entryway into the valley at the mouth of Wellsville canyon;
ii)
The first full view of the valley along Highway 30 heading east from Box Elder
county (roughly 1.2 miles from county border);
iii)
The view from Highway 89 heading west from Logan canyon, just before the
road drops down around the USU campus (roughly at 900 E.);
iv)
The view from Highway 91 north of Smithfield where the road traverses the side
of Crow Mountain;
v)
The view from the rise along Highway 165 just north of Hyrum;
vi)
The view from the visitor center at the American West Heritage Center;
Appendix map SA-3(b3) shows the location of the six points and the resulting viewshed. A
score will be given depending on how often a particular location can be seen from these
specific points, based on the following scale
Seen from < 1 major viewpoint
Seen from 1 major viewpoint
Seen from 2 major viewpoints
Seen from 3 major viewpoints
Seen from > 3 major viewpoints

=
=
=
=
=

0 points
25 points
50 points
75 points
100 points

Total scores for the overall factor will be the sum of the three components and cannot exceed 100 points.
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WEIGHTING THE COMPONENTS OF THE LESA FORMULA
Goals and Rationale:
The LESA committee solicited input from all its members regarding the relative weights that should be
placed on the various LE and SA components. The mean values assigned to each category were then
used to develop the overall LESA score for a parcel.
The committee determined that the Land Evaluation scores for a parcel should be worth 43 percent of the
total LESA score (22 percent for the Soil Productivity Index score, and 21 percent for the Land
Classification Score).
This reflects their belief that the relative quality of soils for agricultural production is one of the most
important considerations when comparing agricultural parcels that are proposed for agricultural
preservation.
The committee assigned 57 percent of the total LESA score to the various SA components.
Of this, 22 percent was for the two SA-1 factors; 18 percent was for the three SA-2 factors, and 17
percent for the two SA-3 factors.
These proportions reflect the belief that lands that are more likely to support commercial agricultural
operations (beyond their soil attributes) should receive higher priority in the LESA ranking system.
Roughly equal weight was placed on the importance of protecting lands that are experiencing moderate
levels of development pressure and on lands that help preserve environmental quality and the visual
landscape.
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Calculating the Total LESA score
The various LE and SA components of the LESA formula will be combined by assigning weights to each
component. The relative importance of each component is illustrated in the table below.
I)

II)

LE (Land Evaluation Components)
1. Soil Productivity Index (SPI)
2. Land Capability Index (LCI)

22 pts
21 pts

SA (Site Assessment Components)
1. SA-1 (farming potential)
(a) Size of Parcel
(b) Commercial Farm Activity
2. SA-2 (development pressure/threats)
(a) Proximity to protected lands
(b) Proximity to public sewer area
(c) Density of housing development
3. SA-3 (other non-ag goals)
(a) Natural Resource Lands
(b) Visual Landscape Protection
TOTAL:

14 pts
8 pts
8 pts
5 pts
5 pts
9 pts
8 pt
100 points

The precise computational formula that will be used will be:
LESA score = LE(a)*.22 + LE(b)*.21
+ SA1(a)*.14 + SA1(b)*.08
+ SA2(a)*.08 + SA2(b)*.05) + SA2(c)*.05
+ SA3(a)*.09 + SA3(b)*.08
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APPENDIX 1: Maps Associated with LESA Scoring
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